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ABC, defamation case 63
AG Sims 63
alcohol 117, 135, 169, 178, 181, 197
  attempts at rehabilitation 133, 169, 203
  problems with 181, 197, 203, 209
Allen, Teddy see Mapayi
Ankie, Les 53, 127b, 199b, 209
Aspro, Billy 73, 74
avoidance relationships 31, 79b, 117b, 127b, 143b, 173b, 191b
Ball, Wambi 65, 85
Barker, Adam see Ngarlarli
Basildene, Mick see Guitar Man
Batchelor College 187
Beard, Tommy 173
Betts, Georgie see Wunyjungu
Bidyadanga 171, 197–9
Binbin, Dooley see Yurlpuly
Binbin, Tobin see Puwujaipi
Bindi, Daisy 47, 47
Black, Eddie 55
Blair, Polly 113b
Bobby see Wampurlija
Boyd, Kerry 140
Bradman, Fred see Rurla
Brittain, Judy 179
Brown, Cocky see Purnungurra
Brown, Kathy 37
Brown, Malcolm 137b, 143, 151
Brown, Max 37, 89
Brown, Polly 137b
Bucknall, Euan 147b
Bucknall, Gwen 133, 137, 141, 143, 145, 149
Bucknall, John 133, 137, 143, 145, 149, 179, 195
  and school at Yurtingunya 135, 141, 207
buffel grass seeds, gathering of 59, 63, 65, 67
business see Law
Butler, Ray 179, 207

Callawa Station see Pirrimaya
Camp Sixty-One see Ngalkurninya
Captain Wilson see Majawariny
Carbine, Dendo 157
Carlini Station see Nganinyjangu
Carol 181
ceremony 3, 25, 79, 89, 171–3
  ceremonial dress 86, 89, 197–9
  dancing in 25, 129, 171–3, 197–9
  funerals 125, 127, 129, 137, 183, 197
and initiation 89, 129, 135–7
  see also Law, marriage
Chalgo, Teddy 83
Christmas Creek Station see Kurungal
Coastal Nyangumarta see Walyarli
Collins, Sharon 189
Commissioner of Native Affairs 63
community breakdown 169, 181, 203–5, 209
  dissent among young people 199, 203, 205, 209
  Pindan split 81, 83–5, 167, 205
  see also alcohol, problems with
Coombie 68, 71
Coongan Station see Kurlumpurrnya
Coppin, Dudley 149
Coppin, Jack (Ngarlkapangu) 19
Coppin, Lang 113
Coppin, Peter see Kangkushot
Cornish, Dougal 47b
Corunna Downs Station see Ngulyimunya
country 157, 161b, 178, 193, 196, 199
  teaching about 143, 145, 147, 153, 155, 155–9, 197
Court, Charles 151, 153
Cowie, Karen 189
Cranky Iti see Kujupurra
Crawford, Alan 85
Crow Yougala see Yakalya
cyclones 17, 53, 87, 95, 97, 149, 163–7, 193
  Cyclone Tracy 137, 139
  see also floods
Davey, Jack see Purtikana
Davey, Stan 123b
Daylight 149
Dean, Billy 91
death of leaders and elders 197, 207, 209
death of parents 45, 129
death of Nalma, 183
Department of Native Affairs 37, 63
disease, respiratory 123, 125
dissillusionment with young people 199, 203, 205, 209
Donkey-Bloke 157
Dooley see Yurlpuly
Doyle, Jimmy see Kurrkurrayinya
dreamtime stories xvii, 9, 61, 131, 155, 195
Drovers’ Rest 169
Dwyer, Tim 179
earthquake 155
Eckerman, Ray 149
Eda, Charlie 207
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Edgar, Molly 127b
Edgar, Tommy see Windmill Man
education 35, 137–9, 195, 197
teaching about country and culture 143, 145, 147, 153, 155, 157, 155–9, 197
Nyangumarta teaching materials 133, 137, 139, 141, 143
see also schools, community-controlled and literacy classes
Eight Mile mining area see Kurlira
Elcho Island school 137
elopement 101–13
Erickson, Brian, linguist 137
father (of Minyjun) 1, 3, 5, 7b, 11, 25, 43, 45
Federal Council for Aboriginal Advancement 123b
Fisher Paddy see Wawuwawu
Flann, Julie 157b
floods 17, 25, 41, 53, 79, 85, 87, 93, 95, 113
see also cyclones
Flower, Laka 91b
Francis, Merlin 151
Francis, Ronald see Jalkurlunya
Fred, Kevin see Pukurt
free-rights time 117
French, Frank 145b, 159
Gardiner, Ross 103b
Gardiner, William see Julakalaju
Ginger (nephew of Yakalya) 169
Ginger Bob see Palyakulayi
Ginger, Carol 181
Green, Billy see Jarrarra
Guitar Man (Mick Basildene) 45
Gurindji people 135
Hale, Barbara (Minyjun’s daughter) 121, 123, 125, 142, 143–5, 163, 183
visiting mother in hospital 179, 181, 181, 183
with her father 154, 156
Hale, Frances (son of Rindy) 141b, 163
Hale Gilbert 45b, 141b
Hale, Johnson see Monk
Hale, Ken 87
Hale, Nigel (son of Rindy) 141b
Hale, Pamela (daughter of Rindy) 141b
Hale, Sharon (Minyjun’s daughter) 121, 123, 125, 143–5, 155, 181, 183
visiting mother in hospital 179, 181, 183
Hall, Ron see Rindy
Hall, Terry 115
Hallam, Jim see Yalamu
Hardcase, Lilly 45b
Hardcase, Lindsay see Nyanya
Hardcase (Nyanya’s father) 111, 121
Hawke, Steve 151
health service on country 37, 133, 161
Henderson, Jock 85, 89, 91, 125
Henry, Mary 89, 91b
Henry, Patrick see Tuntiyan
Hill, Raymond 91
Horace, Jack see Mangkata
hospital 11, 35, 45, 121, 123, 125, 179–83
see also health service on country
How the West was Lost (film) 187b
initiation 89, 129, 135–7, 169–71
see also ceremony, Law
Injil, Tommy 111
Jack (son of Lily Hardcase) 45b
Jackson 65
Jalili’s father see Yaparla, Paddy
Jalkurlunya (Ronald Francis) 145b
Jantarla (Gordon Ponteroy) 199
Janyijianjy, Bobby see Pajarlinganany
Jarlaku (Alistair Sammy) 125
Jarrarra (Billy Green) 111
Jijila 65, 75
Jirrpayinya (Camel Camp) 3, 179, 181, 183, 187, 189
Jiyikarra 89
Jones, Amy see Wararungu
Julakalaju (William Gardiner) 143
Junamanta 123
Jurriva (Wodgina) 35, 99, 123, 124
Juwikayirti (Jimmy Uridja) 26, 27
Juwikayirti (Maori Tom) 77b
Juwikayirti (Sago) 77b, 77
Kajarinia 65, 69, 71, 73, 75, 83, 159
Kalyira (Toby Jones) 149, 169, 171b
Kangkushot (Peter Coppin, Yatanya) x, 51, 59, 63, 75, 81, 99, 113, 125, 157
and Pindan split 81, 83–5, 167, 205
and yaku ceremony 197–9
Karatiti Corbett 55
Karlene (daughter of Lily Hardcase) 45b
Karntimarta (Warralong Station) 149, 151, 159, 161, 179, 183, 187, 199, 209
Law business 171–3
problems at 169, 181, 197, 203
school at 193, 207
Kartujarra 3, 161
Kempton, Jack see Ngarlarli
Kids’ Camp 70, 71
Kitty (Rurla’s mother) 207
Kujupurra (Cranky Iti) 35, 35, 88, 173, 189
Kunangarnarranya 51–3, 77, 199
Kurula, Jack 127b, 189
Kurlira (Eight Mile mining area) 41, 43, 51
Kurlkarriya (Noonkanbah Station) 137, 151, 153
Kurlumpurrnya (Coongan Station) 117, 121, 149, 197
Kurrkurrayinya (Jimmy Doyle) 89
Kurrunyka (De Grey Station) 77, 79, 143, 157
Kurungal (Wangkatjungka or Christmas Creek Station) 199
Laka Flower 88, 91b
Lalla Rookh Station  see Martakura
Lavender (Purungu) 109b
Law business ix, 3, 41, 65, 169–73, 171, 193, 199
  initiation 89, 129, 135–7
  see also ceremony, marriage
Leigh, Tommy 87
Lily (wife of Massey) 71
linguists 87, 137, 145
  see also Bucknall, Gwen
Linmarra, Lorna (Karimarra) 191b
literacy classes 51, 87, 123, 123b, 133, 137b, 141b,
  143, 187
  resources for 133, 137, 139, 141, 143
Lockyer, Donna 175, 179, 181, 181, 183, 183
Lockyer, Erica 175, 181, 189
Long Man (Ray Thomas) 135b, 157
Lucy (wife of Crow Yougal) 125
Majawariny (Captain Wilson) 68, 69
Makanykarra 143–5
Malpu 145
Malyurta (middle child)  see Lockyer, Donna;
  McKenna, Dick
Mamaji (older brother)  see Oberdoo, Jacob
Mampurljari (Woodstock Station) 199, 207, 209
Mangarla 3, 81, 161
Mangarlapurrja (Toby Williams) 189
Mangkata (Jack Horace) 51
Manjirri, Charlie 137, 139
Mann, Clare 179, 181
Mantawawa (Smiler) 123b
Manyjilyjarra 3, 149b, 159, 161
Maori Tom Juwikarayirti 77b
maparn 9, 131, 179
Mapayi (Teddy Allen) 143–5
Marble Bar races 23, 31–3, 59, 105
Marney, Tommy  see Razorblade
  marriage, marrngu 79, 101, 137b
  illicit 55b, 101, 109, 123, 199b
  punishment for illicit 111, 113, 117, 123
Marsh, Jim 145
Martakura (Lalla Rookh Station) 57, 149, 173, 179,
  187, 193
Lalla Rookh Mine 55, 57, 59
Martin, Stan 193
Maruntu (Snowy Jittermarra, Panaka)  x, 83, 89, 123b,
  137, 169b, 175, 195, 197, 209
Mary (wife of Minyjun) 209
Massey 71, 71, 179
Matapangu (Sam Mitchell) 49
McKenna, Clancy  see Warntupungkarna
McKenna, Dick  x, 5, 35, 53, 55, 57, 129, 141b, 189
  and building work 37, 51
  and family deaths 45, 129, 197
McLeay, David 137
McLeod, Don  see Mirta
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Sago Juwikarayirti 77b, 77
Sambo, Alec see Ngulalu
Sammy, Alistair see Jarlaku
schools, community-controlled 49, 133, 137–9, 205
  set up on communities 51, 149, 199, 207
  see also education, teachers
Seven Drums 189
Sharp, Janet 159
Sharp, Norman 79
Simdan 63, 77
Sister Joan 197
Skull Springs see Wantilurr
Smart, John xi, 159, 161, 173, 179, 193
Spinifex (Paru) 161, 169
Spinifex (wife of Paddy Wakiji) 127b
Spinks, Peter 137, 141
split see community breakdown
Spree, Lily 199b
station work 1, 5, 31, 51, 97, 109–11, 115, 117–21
cattle 1, 37, 149
fences 5, 13, 97, 118, 135, 149
goats 69–71
sheep 7, 11, 15, 31, 57, 97, 113, 135, 149
windmills 5, 97, 121, 135, 159, 178, 189
Stream, Charlie 137b
Stream Mick 127b
Strelley Station see Yurtungnya
strikes 21–29, 135, 157, 187
  arrests 21, 29, 187
  marrngu organisers 21, 23, 27–9, 63
  see also Mirta, Yurlpuly
Summer Institute of Linguistics 145
swimming, marrngu 15, 87–9, 93b, 95, 113, 143
TAA plane crash 123
Tabba Tabba Bridge protest 151–3, 151
Taliwan (Lisa Williams) 127
Tatin-Tatin 143
teachers, marrngu 157, 159, 193, 207
  Minyjun 133, 137, 141, 143, 193, 195, 207
  Rurla 137, 143, 145, 147, 159, 193, 195, 207
teachers, whitefella 133, 137, 139, 140, 143, 149, 159, 179b
  see also Bucknall, Gwen; Bucknall, John
Ten Men 169, 203
Terrence Jacob see Pakarni
Thomas, Billy see Pitpit
Thomas, Bruce see Turrukuwanti
Thomas, Frank 141b, 173
Thomas, Johnny see Ngawu
Thomas, Ray see Long Man
Thompson, Don 29
Tilbrook, Harvey 49, 51, 135 (n50)
Tuntiyani (Patrick Henry) 76, 77, 109b
Turrukuwanti (Bruce Thomas) 141b, 143, 173
Turti 121
Uaroo 95–7
Uluru, visit to 195
Uridja, Jimmy see Juwikarayirti
Waju, Mavis 191b
Wakiji, Paddy 127b
Walarungu (Amy Jones) 197
Walker, Billy 125b
Walker, Kenny 89
Walker, Lola 125b
Wallal Downs Station 63, 75
Walls, Ian 123
Walmajarri 151
Walyarli (Coastal Nyangumarta) 1, 3, 87
Wampurlija (Bobby) 71
Wandarri, Bruce 97b
Wangkamijiji 89
Wangkatjunjungka see Kurungal
Wannadon, Charlie see Warnatan
Wantilurr (Skull Springs) 21, 23, 157
Wanyijalakartanya (Mywalla Gorge) 5, 9
Warlupirti 83
Warnatan (Charlie Wannadon) 149
Warnman, people and language 3, 81, 161, 193
Warnntupungkarna (Clancy McKenna) 21, 85
Warralong Station see Karntimarta
Warkalkura (Mt Francisco) 47, 77, 81, 83–5, 99, 103, 167, 205
Warrkamu: Aboriginal Mining Community (film) 123
  (n 49)
wartime 17–19, 141, 207
Watson, Bill 109, 115b, 117
Watson, Bill (senior) see Puntanya
Watson, Jimmy see Yirrapinya
Wave Hill walk-off 135
Wawuwwawu (Fisher Paddy) 171
Waynartu, Mick 127b
Wayinartu, Orange 169
Wigley, James Vandeleur 65, 75, 129, 135
Willalong, Molly 179
Williams, Jack 179, 181, 195, 207
Williams, Lisa see Taliwan
Williams, Nora 199b
Williams, Norton 199b, 209
Williams, Toby see Mangarlapurrja
willy-willy see cyclone
Wilson, Doug 99
Wilson, Mick 117, 147, 181, 199
Windmill Man (Tommy Edgar) 143
Winyjanya 157
Wirecutter, Joe 149
Wirtiwiirti 157
Wodgina mining area see Jurriya
Woodman, Biddy 59b
Woodman, Munda 59b
Woodman, Tommy 59
World War II see wartime
Wunyjungu (Georgie Betts) 125
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Wurta 95, 99
Yabbi, Daisy 191b
Yakalya (Crow Yougala) x, 33, 77, 83, 93b, 125, 137, 169
Yakayakayi (Janet Norman) 173
Yalamu (Jim Hallam) 77, 79, 83
Yandeyarra 37, 51, 53, 145, 169–73, 175, 199
yandying 37, 47, 59, 85, 87, 135, 152
Yaparla, Jeannie 51
Yaparla, Paddy 51, 53, 91, 93b, 171b
Yatanya see Kangkushot

Yesterday, Molly see Minga
Yesterday Munumijirri see Munumijirri
Yindjibarndi 87
Yirramakartunya (Roebourne) 81, 87, 87, 91, 93, 95–7, 103, 127, 171–3, 199
Yirrapinya (Jimmy Watson) 30, 31
Yougala, Crow see Yakalya
young people 169–71, 197–9, 203, 205, 209
Yurlparyia 161
Yurlpuly (Dooley Binbin) 21, 23, 63, 72
Yurtingunya (Strelley Station) 129, 131, 133, 135, 135, 141, 169, 169, 179, 2